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INTRODUCTION AND 
MOTIVATION
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Digital Archives
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http://archive-it.org/
Archive-It Collection Hierarchy
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Exploring Archive-It Collections
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Exploring Archive-It Collections
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Exploring Archive-It Collections
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Exploring Archive-It Collections
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http://archive-it.org/collections/1068
Exploring Archive-It Collections




Discovering individual pages is difficult
Optional metadata and categorization
Collection structure known only to curator 









Temporal exploration of collections
Uncover collection structure
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DATA RETRIEVAL AND 
PROCESSING
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11 Collections, 2K+ Web pages, 70K+ Mementos
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Data Retrieval & Processing
Retrieval:
 Screen scrape
 Copy collection hierarchy
 Store page content
Processing:
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No categorization













Special URI and TLD based categorization
Pakistani news web 
pages
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http://www.archive-it.org/collections/2836
VISUALIZATIONS
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Treemap
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Time Cloud
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Bubble Chart, Image Plot & Timeline
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CASE STUDIES
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1. Collection Building and Growth
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2. Re-Categorization
(Pakistan Flood: no categorization)
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2. Re-Categorization
(Pakistan Flood: after categorization)
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3. Collection Synopsis
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3. Collection Synopsis
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3. Collection Synopsis
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3. Collection Synopsis
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3. Collection Synopsis
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4. Theme Tracking
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4. Theme Tracking
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4. Theme Tracking
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4. Theme Tracking
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Informal User Evaluation
Alex Thurman, Columbia University Libraries
Feedback on
 ease of browsing and obtaining information
 user-friendliness of the interface
 whether they prefer textual or graphical 
interface
 most effective visualization
 effectiveness of the rule-based categorization 
in exploring archives
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Feedback
Effective visualizations:
 Treemap – color coding useful for identifying newer 
additions
 Image plot – screenshots with mouse-over wordles
allow for good navigation
 Timeline – useful for visualizing development of 
groups in collection
Suggestions
 Broader timescale for treemaps
 Include stop words from other languages
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FUTURE WORK AND 
CONCLUSION




Krovetz stemmer (dictionary based stemmer)
Integration with Archive-It
Detailed user evaluation
Implementation for other archives
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Conclusion
Identified metrics for collections 
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Conclusion
Identified metrics for collections
Visualizations
 Treemap
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Conclusion
Identified metrics for collections
Visualizations
 Treemap
 Time cloud 
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Conclusion




 Bubble chart 
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Conclusion




 Bubble chart 
 Image plot
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Conclusion




 Bubble chart 
 Image plot
 Wordle
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Conclusion
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Conclusion








Rule – based categorization
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BACKUP
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Time Span
Time span
Small 1 Day - 2 Weeks
Medium 2 Weeks - 4 Months
Large > 4 Months
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URI Domains
URI Domains
Small 1 - 10
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Number of Web Pages
# of Web Pages
Small 1 - 10
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Jigsaw
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Stasko et.al., IEEE VAST 2007
Themeriver
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Time Cloud
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Bubble Chart
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Image Plot with Wordle
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Timeline
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